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ABSTRACT
It is proved that for any alphabet 1: there exist a homomorphism h, a deter-
ministic minimal linear language L 1 and a linear language L 2 such that every
recursively enumerable language Lover 1: is of the form L = h(L1 n L 2 U R L ) for
some regular language R L dep ending on L . Some other homomorphic characteriza -
tions are also presented. As an application of them it is proved that for every alphabet
1: there exists a deterministic linear language Mo such that every A-free recursively
enumerable language over 1: is genera ted by a st r ict normal van Wijngaarden
grammar in which one metavariable denotes M o and all other metavariables denote
regular deterministic linear languages or regular languages of the form X+ (X an
alphabet).
1. HOMOMORPHIC CHARACTEHIZATIONS
We first recall some definitions. A language is called deterministic linear
iff it is generated by a linear grammar G= (V, E, Xo, F) such that all
productions in F are of the two forms (i) X ~ aYP, (ii) X ~ a, a E E,
Y E V - E, P E E*, and for any X E V - E and a E E there is at most one
production of type X -s- o.I', PE V*, in F. If, in addition, V-E={Xo}
and X 0~ d for some terminal letter d is the only production of type (ii)
and d does not occur in any other production, then L is called deterministic
minimal linear. If a language is regular and deterministic linear, it is
called regular deterministic linear.
The mirror image and the length of any word P will be denoted by
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miP and WI, respectively. Symbols z. LJ , A , B , Z, V and W stand for
alphabets. The size of any alphabet}; is denoted by I};I.
THEOREM 1. For any recursively enumerable language L ~ };* there
exists a deterministic minimal linear language
L 1= {Pdmig(P) IP E};i} (g :};I -)- LJ I is a bijection)
such that
L = h[hl(L1) n hz(L1c) n };*cLJ *]
where C ELJ, }; n LJ =c/> and h, hI, h2 are homomorphisms such that h(a)=a,
h(x) =A for every a E }; and x E LJ.
PROOF. L is generated by a grammar G= (V , E, Yo, F) such that the
left sides of all productions p E F are in (V - };)+. For each Z E}; and
p E F, let s, Pz, ap, ap, bp and bp be new symbols. Let c and d be new
symbols, too . Define a deterministic minimal linear grammar G1 as follows.
The terminal alphabet is the union of V and of the new symbols introduced
above. X o is the only nonterminalletter, and the productions are
X 0 -)- aXoPa, X 0 -)- aXoa for every a E E,
X 0 -)- xX oX for every x E V - E,
X o -)- cXoe, X o -)- d,
X o -> apXobp, X o-)- apXobp for every p E F.
Olearly L 1=L(G1) is of the required form, E 1 is the union of V and of all
symbols c, a, ap, ap, and LJ I is the union of V- E and of all symbols
a, pa, bp , bp , c.
Tho homomorphism hI is defined as follows:
(i) hl(Pa)=A, hl(d)=dYoc (Yo was the initial letter of G);
(ii) Ifp : P -)- Q is in F, then hl(ap) =hl(ap)=P and hl(bp)=hl(bp) =miQ
where Q is obtained from Q by replacing each a E E by a;
(iii) hl(x) = x otherwise.
Now we find that the language
(1) hl(LI) n E*c((V - E) u "Xu{c, d})*
contains only words of the form
(2) P1cFac ... CF21c_IdYocmiFzk_2C ... cmiP2c
where PI E E* and for each i, P 2t+1~ P 2i . Oonversely, if PI E E* and
for each i, P2t+I=PU or P 2t+1=,;-P2t, then the corresponding word (2) is
in the language (1).
The homomorphism h2 is defined as follows :
(i) h2(Pa)= a;
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(ii) If p : P -J> Q is in F , then hz(ap)=Q, hz(bp)=miP,
hz(ap)= Qand hz(op)= miP;
(iii) hz(x) = x otherwise .
For this homomorphism we find that the language
(3) hz(LIc) 11 .E*c((V - .E)u :£u {c, d})*
contains only words of the form
(4) P 1CP3C . . . CPZk_ldmiPZkc . . . cmiPzc
where PI E.E* and for each i, PZi~ Pu:» Conversely, if PI E.E* and
for each i, P 2i=PZi- 1 or P Zi =- P 2i_}, then the language (3) contains the
corresponding word (4).
The above considerations imply that in the intersection of the languages
(1) and (3) the words PI are exactly those terminal words for which there
is a derivation Yo~ PI in G. Thus we find that L is obtained from this
intersection by a homomorphism which erases the symbols belonging to
the alphabet L1 = (V - .E) u £ u [c, d}. The proof is thus complete.
Theorem 1 contains the result of Baker and Book (1974) that every
recursively enumerable language is a homomorphic image of an inter-
section L~ 11 L~ of two linear languages L~ and L~ . We shall improve
this result by showing that for any fixed alphabet .E, the homomorphism
and the language L~ may be assumed to be independent of the considered
language Lover .E,and that L~ is a deterministic minimal linear language.
We first prove the following sharpened form of Theorem 1, which will
be the main tool in our considerations concerning VW-grammars.
THEOREM 2. For any alphabet .Ethere exist an alphabet A (.E 11 A =ep),
a deterministic minimal linear language
L 1 = {Pdmig(P) IP E .En (g: .EI -J> L1 I is a bijection)
and three homomorphisms h, hI, h2 such that the following holds:
Every recursively enumerable language L over .E is of the form
for some regular language RL r:;:, .E*A+ depending on L. Moreover h(a)=a
and h(x) = A. for every a E .E and x EA.
PROOF. Let .E={XI' ... , Xk} be fixed. Let £X=Xk+l, {3=Xk+2, y=Xk+3,
C=Xk+4, d=Xk+5, 0 and 1 be new letters. For each Xi (i= 1, ... , k+3) let
Xi= Xk+5+i and 0= X2k+9, 1= XZk+lO be new letters. For any grammar
G= (V, .E,X 0, F) having .E as the terminal alphabet , we may assume that
X O= X2k+ll and V -.EC {X2k+il i > 10}. All letters Xi are now encoded in the
alphabet {O, I} by defining /(xi)=10il (i=1,2, ... ). Every word P=
= XitXiZ .. . Xir E V+ is encoded by defining /(P) = /(Xit)/(Xiz) . .. /(Xir) . If
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PI -7- QI, . .. , P n -7- Qn are the productions of G in some order, we define
a Godel-word I(G) for G by
1(0) = yl(Pt}PI(Qt}IXI(P2)PI(Q2)1X ... IXI(Pn)PI(Qn)lX.
Then t he language
U0= U {PI(G)IP E L( O)}C 1:'*{O, I , IX, P, y}+
G
is recursively enumera ble. (The union is t aken over all grammars having E
as t he t erminal alphabet .)
We now apply Theorem 1 t o the language Uo. Thu s
(5) Uo= h[hl (L l) (1 h2(L Ic) (1 .E~cLl*]
where .Eo = .EU {O, I, IX, P, y}, Ll consists of I o, c, d and of some nonterminal
letters X2k+i with i :»10, .Eo (1 Ll = 1> and h(a) = a, h(x) = A for every a E .Eo,
x ELl .
Let L=L(G) be any recursively enumerable language over .E. Then
clearly
(6) L = ha[hI(LI) (1 h2(L Ic) (1 .E*/(G)cLl *]
where ha(a) =a and ha(x) = A for every a E.E and x E A = Ll U {O, I , IX, P, y}.
This proves the t heorem, becau se in the above formula only the language
RL = .E*/(G)cLl* C .E*A+ depends on L .
COR OL LA R Y . Let .Ebe any alphabet and h(O) =h(I)=)" and h(a) = a for
every a E .E. There exist two linear languages L;. and L~ suc h that t he
following holds :
Every recursively enumerable language L over .E can be expressed in
the forms
L=h(L~ (1 L~ (1 RL) = (L~ (1 L~)/R~
for some regular languages RL C .E*{O, I}+ and R~ C{O, I}+ depending
on L.
PROm'. Consider the formulas (5) and (6). As we mentioned in t he
previous proof, zl consists of I o, c, d and of some nonterminal letters Xi
with i > 2k +10. By using the encoding introduced ab ove , we conclude
by (6) that
L = h4(L~ (1 L~ (1 .E*I'(G)/(c){f(b) jb e Ll}*)
where L~ and L~ are obtained from hI(Lt} and h2(LIc) (1 .E*y{O, I , IX, P}*cLl *
by the homomorphism which replaces each letter of Ll U {IX, P,y} by its
encoding; I'(G) is obtained from I(G) by replacing IX, P and y by their
cncodings; h4(a) =a for every a E.E and h4(0) =h4(1)=)s , We also find that
L= (L~ (1 L~)/I'(G)/(c){f(b)1 b ELl}*.
Thi s completes t he proof. (Not e that RL= .E*R~.)
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THEOltEM 3. For any alphabet I there exist an alphabet B , a deter-
ministic minimal linear language
(7) L 1 = {Pdmig(P) IP E In (g: II - )- Ll 1 is a bijection),
a linear language L 2 and a homomorphism h such that the following holds :
Every recursively enumerable language L over I can be expressed in
the forms
where RL C I*B + and R~ C B+ are regular languages depending on L.
Moreover, h(a) = a and h(b) = ). for every a E I and b E B .
PROOF. Let Uo= L (G), G=(V, 2:'0, Yo, F) , I o= l:u {O, 1,IX,P,y}, where
U0 is the language defined in the proof of Theorem 2. By considering the
proof of Th eorem 1 we find that in the formula for L the part
h1(LI) n l:*cLl* can be replaced by h1(L1n l:*cLl;) where Ll 2 consists of
V - I and of the letters c, d, Pa, ii, ii p and bp . Consequently, if we choose
L= Uo, we have (Ll 2 is now determined by I o)
This implies that if h' = hh1, then
Uo=h'(L1 n L~ n I6CLl:)
where L~=hl1(h2(L1C)) being linear. Clearly h'(a)=a and h'(b)=)" for
every a E I o and b e Ll 2.
Let L=L(G1) be any recursively enumerable language over 2:'. Th en
where h"(a) =a and h"(x) =). for every a E I and x E B=Ll2 U {O, 1, IX, p, y}.
If we now rep lace L~ by the language
L2=L~ n I*y{O, 1,IX,P}*cLl:,
th en (8) holds when we choose
In the above considerations I was fixed, but if we want to use encodings
and inverse homomorphisms, we conclude by formula (9) that the following
holds:
COROLLARY . The family of all recursively enumerable languages is the
full principal semi-AFL generated by the language L 1 n L 2 where L 1 is a
deterministic minimal lineal' language of the form (7) and L 2 is a linear
language of the form L 2 = h11(h2(L1c)).
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2. VW-GRAMMARS
In the rest part of the paper we apply Theorems 3 and 2 to van Wijn-
gaarden grammars (shortly VW-grammars). For the definitions and
terminology we refer to Greibach (1974) and van Leeuwen (1977). Our
results are closely related to those of van Leeuwen. His starting point
was much more complicated than Theorem 2 and, consequently, the
proofs arc hard to present in a concise form .
In the following theorems "metavariable" means " metavariable
appearing in at least one hyper-rule".
By using Theorem 3 and modifying the construction of Greibach (1974)
we easily obtain the following
THEOREM 4. For any alphabet 1: there exist an alphabet B and a
linear language L o such that the following holds:
Every A-free recursively enumerable language Lover 1: is generated
by a strict normal VW-grammar G in which one metavariable denotes Lo
and all other metavariables denote 1:+ or B+ or regular deterministic
linear languages only one of which depends on L. Moreover, the hyper-
rules of G are independent of L.
PROOF. By Theorem 3, any A-free recursively enumerable language
L C 1:+ is of the form L = h(L l n L2 n R L) where R L C 1:+B+ is a regular
language, L 1 and L 2 are linear languages independent of L , and h(a) = a,
h(b)= Afor every a E 1:, bE B.
Let th, /32 and Ca (a E 1:) be new letters. Let S, T, C, D and Ea (a E 1:)
bc metavariables denoting the languages
Ls= 1:+, LT =B+, L C =/31L1U L 2,L D=/31RL/32,
LEa=/311:*aB+/32Ca (aE 1:).
The only protovariable is a, and the hyper-rules are
o -+ S(SaT), a -+ (aT ) for every a E 1:,
( C) -+ (/31C), (C) -+ (C/32),
( D ) -+ ( Dca) for every a E 1:,
( E a) -+ a for every a E 1:.
A derivation of G leads to a terminal word iff it is of the form
a =? P(PaQ) =? P(/31PaQ ) =? P(/31PaQ/32) =? P (/31PaQ/32Ca ) =? Pa
where P E 1:*, a E 1:, Q E B+, andPaQ E L 2, /31PaQ E /31Ll, /31PaQ/32 E /31RL/32,
i.e. PaQ E L 1n L 2n R L and Pa E L. Thus G generates L and is of the
required type with Lo= /31L1 U L 2.
In the previous theorem L O=/31L1U L 2 where L 1 is a deterministic
minimal linear language and L 2 is linear. It will be seen later that Lo may
be assumed to be deterministic linear.
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By slightly modifying the definitions of Gl, hI and h2 in the proof of
Theorem 1 we may assume in Theorem 2 that E, A, El and Lh = g(E l )
are disjoint. Then by using renaming of E l and .1}, say E2 and .12, we
can replace hl(Ll) by hl(L2 ) . In addition, we replace d in L l and L 2 by
new letters §l and §2. Since h, hI and h2 are now acting on languages over
disjoint alphabets, we may replace hI and h2 by h. Thus we have the
following
LEMMA 1. For any alphabet E there exist disjoint alphabets El' E2 ,
,1}, ,1 2 and A such that if
L;={P§;mig(P)I PE E j*, g: E i ~ ,1 i is a bij ection} (i = 1, 2)
then the following holds :
Every recursively enumerable language Lover E is of the form
for some regular language RL C E *A + depending on L . Here ci E .11,
h(Cl)=CEA, and h(a)=a, h(x)=A for every aE E, x EA .
In what follows we apply this lemma to the left derivatives Lv, Ivl = 5,
of L and prove the following
THEOREM 5. For any alphabet E there exist t wo alphabets V and W
and a linear language
2
M = U {P§;mig(P) IP E V*} U {P $ mih(P)1 P E W*}
i - I
(the union of three deterministic minimal linear languages)
such that the following holds :
Every A-free recursively enumerable language Lover E is generated
by a strict normal VW-g rammar in which one metavariable denotes M
and all other metavariables denote regular deterministic line ar languages
or regular languages of th e form Z+ (Z an alphabet).
PROOF. Let E be fixed and let L C E+ be any A-free recursively
enumerable language . We write L in the form
L=LoU uvLv
where Lo={WEL, Iwl::;;;5}, Lv ={wl vWEL, w#A}, and the union is taken
over all v's with Ivl = 5.
Lemma 1 is now applied to every Lv. We first introduce for each v E E5
three new letters av, bv and g(av) for which we define h(av) = b»and h(bv) = A.
Then by Lemma 1,
Lv=h[h(aVLlcl) n h(avL2 ) n bvRvJ
for any Lv with v E E5. Here R; C 1.,'+A + is a regular language depending
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on Lv, and h(a)=a, h(x)=A. for every aE I , xEA. Denote
V = 1:I U 1:2 U {avl v E IS},
W=Vu 1:uLl luLl 2u{bvlvE1:S}u{§I, §2}uA.
Now the language M in the theorem is completely defined.
The required VW -grammar for L is constructed as follows . There is
only one protovariable (1, and the hyper-rules are defined in the following
manner :
(i) (1 ~ w for each WE Ls,
(ii) For any v=a~O)a~) ... a~) E 1:s,
(1 ~ (Tv $ S)(aVOcl $ Tv)(avD $ Tv )(avOg(av)(avDg(av)S,
(X1V ) - > alV ) (i = 1, 2, 3,4,5);
(iii) (XM ) ~ (XM6 ) (6 is a new letter).
The languages corresponding to the metavariables appearing III these
rules are
LXM=M, Ls= 1:+, LTv = (miRv)bv,
L C=(1:1 u Lh u {§I})+,
L D = (1:2U ,12 U {§2})+,
L(X~O») = A +1:+bv $ 1:+6,
L(X~»)=avLccl $ A+E+bv6,
L(X~O») =avLD $ A +E+bv6,
L(XiO») = avLcg(av)6,
L(X~») = avLD{J(av)6.
Consider an arbitrary derivation ending to a terminal word
ala2 .. . asw, w :;i:A..
We have to show that, for some v=a~V) ... a~), ala2aaa4aS is equal to v
and w E Lv. There is a word v E 1:S su ch that the derivation is of the form
where
and
(P $ w) ~ (P $ w6) ~ aI , ... , (avQ2g(av) ~ ( avQ2g(av)6) =?as.
This is possible only if the words P $ w, avQlcl $ P , avQ2 $ P, avQIg(aV)
and avQ2g(aV) are in M . By the definition of M this implies that
w=mih(P), P=mih(avQlcl) =mih(allQ2), Ql ELI, Q2E L 2.
Consequently,
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where h'(x) = mih(x) = h(x) for each letter x belonging to
Eu Au {bul UE ES}.
Thus io e L; Since w*J., it follows that Ql*§l and Q2*§2. Therefore,
QtE E/§tLt/ (i = 1, 2). This implies that ai=a~~) for i=2, 3, 4, 5. Since P
contains the letter bv, we finally conclude that al=aiV ) . Hence
ala2U'3a4aSW E L.
Since h' = h in the alphabet E U A u {bvlv E E5}, it is obvious that
every word of L is generated by our VW -grammar . This completes the
proof, because the grammar is of the required form .
In Theorem 4 the only nonregular language L o was linear. In the
following theorem we show that even a deterministic linear language can
bc used.
THEOREM n. For any alphabet E there exists a deterministic linear
language M 0 such that the following holds :
Every A-free recursively enumerable language Lover E is generated
by a strict normal VW-grammar in which one metavariable denotes M o
and all other metavariables denote regular deterministic linear languages
or regular languages of the form Z+ (Z an alphabet) .
PROOF. In the previous proof we replace M by the language
2
M 0 = U et{P§imig(P) IP E V*} U {P $ mih(P) IP E W*}
i~l
where e's are new letters. This language is deterministic linear. In the
hyper-rules (ii) we replace ( avCg(av) and ( avDg(av) by ( elavCg(av) and
( e2avDg(av), respectively. Finally, el and e2 are written in front of the
expressions of L(X~~») and L(Xh~)).
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